
PAGE ONE (three panels)

INSERT PANEL ONE
SPLASH
The scene starts in an alleyway at night. It'd been raining, but the sky is clear and full of stars

now. The moon is only a sliver, looking more like a crooked grin than anything else. The alleyway
hasn't  been well  kept.  There's  papers  and wrappers  and all  kinds  of  litter  about,  despite  the  large
garbage dumpster along one brick wall. Three men occupy the scene. Two of them are dressed in black
jackets, black boots and tattered looking jeans. One of the men is slumped beside the dumpster, his
head  cocked  awkwardly  to  the  side.  His  eyes  are  closed,  and  a  large  bruise  is  forming  on  his
cheekbone. There's a pearl colored purse laying in his lap. The second man is still on his feet. He has a
baseball bat in his hands and is facing Super Pilo. Super Pilo has his arms raised defensively – hands
protecting his face. His fingers have morphed into claws, lengthened and sharpened to defend himself.

SUPERPILO: Didn't your mother teach you not to steal from little old ladies? 

INSERT PANEL TWO
Close up of the man. His eyes are wide – to the point where we can see Super Pilo reflected in

the whites of his eyes. The man is sporting two jagged cuts across his cheek that are freely bleeding
down his jaw and chin.

MAN: (quivering) What... are you...?

INSERT PANEL THREE
The panel looks up at Super Pilo from below, giving a full view of his form. His arms are

stretched out to the sides, claws at the ready. His eyes are glowing a bright yellow. 
SUPERPILO: (exclamation) We are Pilo!
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PAGE TWO (panel five)

INSERT PANEL ONE
Super Pilo and the man are facing one another. The man has the baseball bat, gripping it with

both hands. He has a grimace on his face. 
MAN: Whatever you are... I'll teach you not to mess with us.

INSERT PANEL TWO
Close up of the baseball bat. It's on a powerful downswing, aiming at Super Pilo.
SFX: (from the bat) WHAPP!

INSERT PANEL THREE
Close up of the baseball bat. Super Pilo's arm can be seen as he has reached out, catching the bat

in mid swing as if it were nothing.
SFX: (from the bat) tup

INSERT PANEL FOUR
Close up of the bat – similar to panel three. Super Pilo grips the baseball bat and cracks appear

up and down the bat from the force of Super Pilo's grip.
SFX: (Super Pilo) GRIP

INSERT PANEL FIVE
Close up of the bat – similar to the previous two panels. The baseball bat, in Super Pilo's grip,

shatters under the pressure of his grip. It cracks and nearly explodes into hundreds of pieces. Wooden
splinters fly in all directions. 

SFX: (bat) CRAACKK



PAGE THREE (three panels)

INSERT PANEL ONE
Focus on the thug. He's looking down at what's left of the bat. His eyes are wide in disbelief.

The man is pale and looking scared. 
SUPER PILO: (not pictured) NOW...Do me a favor and...

INSERT PANEL TWO
SPLASH
Super Pilo's right fist is lodged in the gut of the thug. Super Pilo hit him hard enough to knock

him out. The only thing keeping the man upright at all is the force of the punch. Super Pilo is hunched
slightly, throwing his body into the punch.

SUPER PILO: ...Have a seat!!!
SFX: (man) Ooff!
SFX: (punch) POW

INSERT PANEL THREE
Pan over to the man as he's thrust against the wall of the building by the force of the punch. A

cloud of dirt and dust forms from the impact. 
SFX: (man) THUD!



PAGE FOUR (four panels) 

INSERT PANEL ONE
The man has slumped to the ground and against his fellow thief. Super Pilo is kneeling beside

the men, tying their wrists and feet together with a length of rope.
SUPER PILO: There. Tied up with a bow on top.

INSERT PANEL TWO
Pan in on Super Pilo. He's standing over the unconscious pair. His hands on on his waist and

he's smiling, looking only mildly tired from the fight. 
SUPER PILO: Good work tonight.

INSERT PANEL THREE
Super Pilo raises his hand. The Pilo suit is melting away from his hand, leaving Cjay's hand and

forearm exposed. 

INSERT PANEL FOUR
The Pilo suit gathers and forms a third hand that's protruding from Cjay's arm. The suit has also

melted away from Cjay's face – so we see his face for the first time. Cjay is smiling – smirking almost.
The Pilo hand gives Cjay's hand a high five.

SFX: (high five) Clap!
SFX: (sirens) Woo Ooo



PAGE FIVE (three panels) 

INSERT PANEL ONE
Focus on Cjay. He's looking over his shoulder toward the entrance of the alleyway. His face is

illuminated by red and blue lights.
CJAY: Cops.
SFX: Wee Ooo Wee Ooo

INSERT PANEL TWO
The Pilo suit shifts, forming over Cjay's face and hand again. He's bracing himself to jump.
SUPER PILO: We better bounce.

INSERT PANEL THREE
Super Pilo is a blur as he's leaving the scene. Two patrol vehicles have pulled up to the scene,

lights flashing. Two uniformed police officers can be seen approaching the corralled would-be thieves.
COP: What... happened here...?



PAGE SIX (three panels) 

INSERT PANEL ONE
The scene shifts to an undecorated room. There's a wide table and the two men from before are

sitting in straight backed chairs. They are handcuffed to the table. There's a two way mirror behind the
men, and we can see the reflection of Chief Haruda in the two way mirror. The first man is sporting a
black eye while the second has a line of blood down his cheek coming from his hairline where Super
Pilo knocked him against the wall. 

HARUDA: (off scene) Let me get this straight...

INSERT PANEL TWO
Pan in on Haruka. One arm is crossed under her breasts, the opposite elbow resting in her hand.

Her free hand is pressed against her temple as if she has a headache.
HARUDA: You want me to believe that some kid jumped the both of you for stealing an old

woman's purse.

INSERT PANEL THREE
Close up of the second thug. Upon closer inspection, we can see that there are a number of fine

cuts across his cheek and jaw. His fists are clenched on the table, straining against the handcuffs. 
BLOODIED THUG: He wasn't just some kid.



PAGE SEVEN (two panels) 

INSERT PANEL ONE
Haruda has her hands planted firmly on the table and is leaning over it, almost leering at the

men.  The  two  men  seem equally  terrified  of  what  they've  seen  and  determined  to  make  Haruda
understand it. 

BLOODY: It wasn't human.
BLACK EYE: It might have been human.
BLOODY: Okay, it might have been, but he ain't normal. 
BLACK EYE: Not normal at all.
BLOODY: He was like some kind of super hero...
BLACK EYE: ...or some alien shit.

INSERT PANEL TWO
Focus in on Haruda. Her eyes are wide – brows raised in surprise.
HARUKA: (thoughts) Alien...?
SIDESCRIPT: We're getting ahead of ourselves.



PAGE EIGHT (four panels)

INSERT PANEL ONE
Focus in on a television. It’s close up, we can’t see much around it, but we can tell that it’s an 

older model, box television. The picture is grainy, but we make out the image of a man standing at a 
podium – alone on stage. We’ve given the impression that he’s speaking to a large crowd.

SIDESCRIPT: I should probably back up and explain all of that.
MAN: We need to protect ourselves from the alien menace. We are fools if we think they won't 

attack again.
SFX: (television changing channels) ZZZTT

INSERT PANEL TWO
The operator of the television has flipped the channel. The picture is less grainy as the first, but 

the scene hasn’t moved away from the television. This channel shows a news report. An older man is 
talking to a much younger woman.

MAN: People are even speculating that they may be living among us.
WOMEN: Are you trying to come out to us as an alien, John?
SFX: (television changing channels) ZZZTT

INSERT PANEL THREE
The channel changes for a third time. The picture is clear this time and shows an infomercial. 

Standing behind a wide table, a woman is demonstrating a respirator of sorts. 
SIDESCRIPT: Yeah. Aliens. They're a real thing. Crazy shit, right?
WOMAN: The importance is function. But it's also stylish. It's the perfect solution to fallout. 

And remember, it's never pretty to be caught unprepared for an alien attack. 

INSERT PANEL FOUR
The scene widens, and we can see more of the room the television is sitting in. It’s a modestly 

decorated family room with numerous family pictures on the walls. The television is situated in the 
center of the room, facing a long sofa. A young man lays upon the sofa with one arm under his head 
and one knee drawn up and leaning against the back of the sofa. His free hand lazily aims the remote at 
the television. His face is the very picture of boredom. 

MOM: (off scene) Cjay! Did you hear that?



PAGE NINE (three panels)

INSERT PANEL ONE
Tight focus in on Cjay. 
SFX: (Cjay) SIGH
CJAY: Hear what, Mom?
SIDESCRIPT: Oh, that's me. Cjay. And, yeah, I live with my Mom. Stepmom.
SIDESCRIPT: It's not the coolest thing, but it's free.

INSERT PANEL TWO
The scene focuses tighter in on Cjay. His mother is standing behind the sofa, looking down at

him. She has a dishtowel over her shoulder and stray flyaway plastered to her forehead. Cjay is looking
up at his mother with a mix of contempt and boredom. 

MOM: There was a noise outside.
CJAY: So?
SIDESCRIPT: My mom can be a nag about the smallest things.

INSERT PANEL THREE
Pan in on Cjay’s mother. She has her arms crossed over her chest and she’s looking displeased. 

Her features form unhappy lines as she frowns at her son.
MOM: Go see what it was.
CJAY: (not pictured) Fine...
MOM: And take the trash out with you.
CJAY: Fine. 



PAGE TEN (three panels) 

INSERT PANEL ONE
Cjay is walking out of the house from a side door. He’s got a large, black garbage bag in hand. 

There’s a line of steel garbage cans along the side of the house. 
SIDESCRIPT: I thought she was just hearing things again. 
SFX: (from the trash cans) CRASH

INSERT PANEL TWO
(cut-away inserted into panel three)
Focus in on Cjay. His eyes are wide, jaw dropping slightly. He’s surprised by the sound, 

honestly believing his mother had just been hearing things. 
SIDESCRIPT: But... she wasn't...

INSERT PANEL THREE
The scene shows Cjay bending over, pushing the trash cans apart to see behind them. The look 

of annoyance is gone from his face and he’s looking determined to find out what was making the noise.
CJAY: What the...



PAGE ELEVEN (two panels) 

INSERT PANEL ONE
SPLASH
The scene has panned out, showing both Cjay and the turned over trash can. Between the two

trash cans, we can see Pilo huddled in the corner. He's looking up at Cjay with a half-eaten hot dog bun
hanging out of his mouth. Cjay is slackjawed at what he sees.

CJAY: ...HELL?
SIDESCRIPT: Again. Aliens.
SFX: (window – off scene) CRASHHH

INSERT PANEL TWO
Focus in on Cjay. His face is suddenly serious and focused. 
MOM: (off scene) Cjay! Help!
CJAY: Mom...?



PAGE TWELVE (two panels) 

INSERT PANEL ONE
Cjay is running back into the house, leaving Pilo behind. We can see into the living room where

Cjay was originally. There's shattered glass on the floor.
CJAY: Mom??
CJAY: What's going on?

INSERT PANEL TWO
SPLASH
A man, dressed all in black, with a ski mask over his face has a gun pointed at Cjay's mother.

She is sitting on the floor with her back pressed against the wall. There's a cut on her brow, causing
blood to stream down her face and cheek. The man is looking at Cjay – who isn't pictured. He has a
backpack in his other hand.

MAN: Fill the bag with cash and whatever else, kid, or I'll have to rough the old lady.



PAGE THIRTEEN (four panels) 

INSERT PANEL ONE
Cjay rushes toward the man, throwing himself at the invader. 
CJAY: Leave her alone!

INSERT PANEL TWO
The man in black easily pushes Cjay away. Cjay lands on his back, hard. 
SFX: (Cjay falling) OOFFF

INSERT PANEL THREE
The man aims the gun at Cjay. Cjay is looking up, staring down the nose of the barrel of the 

gun. 
SFX: (man) (arrogant) Snort
MAN: Nice try, kid.
SFX: (pulling back the hammer of the gun) CL-ICK

INSERT PANEL FOUR
Big flash of light!!
SFX: (gun) BANG!



PAGE FOURTEEN (six panels) 

INSERT PANEL ONE
Focus on Cjay. He flinching, covering his eyes with his forearm. Pilo has latched onto Cjay’s 

chest, stretching out to protect any vital organs. 
MAN: (off scene) What the---

INSERT PANEL TWO
Close up of Pilo. He’s stretched out over Cjay’s chest, and we can see the bullet nestled in Pilo’s

body. Both Pilo and Cjay are unharmed. 
PILO: Heh.

INSERT PANEL THREE
Pilo continues to stretch out. He covers Cjay’s body until Cjay is wearing Pilo like a suit. 

INSERT PANEL FOUR
Super Pilo opens his glowing eyes, looking menacing. The man stares in disbelief. 
MAN: What...what are you?

INSERT PANEL FIVE
Super Pilo gets to his feet as the man fires at them. The bullets bounce off Cjay/Pilo, not 

affecting them. 
SUPER PILO: We are...
SFX: (gun) BANG! BANG! BANG!

INSERT PANEL SIX
Super Pilo grips the front of the man’s shirt, lifting him off of the floor. The gun falls to the 

floor as the man grips Super Pilo’s hand, trying to free himself. His legs kick, but his struggle is futile. 
SUPER PILO: (growling) …Pilo.



PAGE FIFTEEN (two panels) 

INSERT PANEL ONE
Super Pilo sends the man flying through the window of the living room. 
SFX: (window) CRASH
CJAY: And don’t' come back!

INSERT PANEL TWO
SPLASH
Super Pilo is standing in the middle of the room, looking at all the destruction. The television in 

on in the background. 
TELEVISION: I'm telling you, Paul, aliens are a real threat.
SIDESCRIPT: And that's how Pilo and I became a team.



PAGE SIXTEEN (three panels) 

INSERT PANEL ONE
Cjay is sitting on a rooftop with his legs dangling over the edge. He’s dressed in a t-shirt and 

jeans, looking comfortable despite the height of his perch. It’s nighttime, and he’s illuminated by 
moonlight. He’s looking out over the city. Cjay has a burger in his hands that is quickly disappearing. 
Pilo sits beside him on the ledge. 

SIDESCRIPT: I still don't know what Pilo is or where he came from.

INSERT PANEL TWO
Cjay has eaten all but a bite of the burger. He offers it to Pilo. Pilo opens wide, its mouth taking 

up most of what we could consider his face. 
SFX: (Pilo) MUNCH
SIDESCRIPT: But he saved my life. And we made a damn good team.

INSERT PANEL THREE
Cjay stands up, brushing himself off. He’s standing on the ledge as if he’s done so hundreds of 

times. He’s looking down toward the street. The side of the building is illuminated with red and blue 
lights, presumably from a police cruiser. 

CJAY: What do you say, Pilo? Think we should check it out?
SFX: (sirens) WEE-OOO WEE-OOO



PAGE SEVENTEEN (three panels) 

INSERT PANEL ONE
Pilo starts to stretch and form boots around Cjay’s feet. 
SIDESCRIPT: Before Pilo, life was pretty boring.

INSERT PANEL TWO
Pilo continues to move upward, forming a suit of flexible armor as he grows to cover Cjay’s 

body. 
SIDESCRIPT: Thanks to Pilo, it's not anymore.

INSERT PANEL THREE
Pan in on Cjay’s head and shoulders. Pilo has completely covered Cjay, turning him into Super 

Pilo. His eyes are glowing, seeming bright against the dark of the night. 
SIDESCRIPT: I'm no longer just an ordinary guy. 

ISSUE END


